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University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany 
Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
A robust estimator of the regression function is proposed combining kernel 
methods as introduced for density estimation and robust location estimation 
techniques. Weak and strong consistency and asymptotic normality are shown 
under mild conditions on the kernel sequence. The asymptotic variance is a product 
from a factor depending only on the kernel and a factor similar to the asymptotic 
variance in robust estimation of location. The estimation is minimax robust in the 
sense of Huber (1964). Robust estimation of a location parameter. Ann. Math. 
Statist. 33 73-101. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Let (X,, YJ, (X2, YZ) ,..., (X,, Y,,) be i.i.d. bivariate random variables with 
joint distribution function F(x, y) and joint density f(x,~). Let g(x) = 
(f(x, y) & be the marginal density of X and m(x) = ] yf(x, y) &/g(x) = 
E(Y ] X = x) be the regression function of Y on X. Nadaraya [lo] and 
Watson [20] independently proposed nonparametric estimators of m(x) 
based on kernel methods as introduced by Rosenblatt [ 141 and Parzen [ 121 
for density estimation. Specifically the estimates have the form 
m,*(x) = n-‘h,’ 5 K((x -X,)/h,) Yi 
ir 
n-92,’ 2 K((x-xj)/h”) 1 7 (1) i=l j=l 
where K(n) is a kernel function and {h,} is a sequence of positive numbers 
(“bandwidths”) tending to zero as n tends to infinity. 
A more general estimate as defined in (1) is given by 
m,*(x)=n-’ i 6,(x-X,) Yi 
I 
n-’ 5 dn(x-Xj), (4 
i=l j=l 
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where {6,(a)} denotes a sequence of functions, called delta function sequence 
(DFS), satisfying 
(Dl) j )6,(u)] du < co, for all n, 
(D2) ] 6,(u) du = 1, for all n, 
(D3) 6,(u) + 0, uniformly on 1 u ] > q, q > 0 as n + co, 
PI I ,y,>,, 6,(u) du --f 0, for each q > 0 as n --) co.. 
Assumptions (Dl )-(D4) ensure that {6,,(m)} concentrates (asymptotically) 
around zero and converges to a Dirac delta measure. 
Putting 6,(u) = h;‘K(u/h,) for an integrable kernel function K(a) with 
J‘K(u)du= 1 and K(u)=o((u]-‘) as ]U 14 co estimate (2) based on that 
specific DFS is equal to (1). This type of delta function sequence will be 
referred to as a DFS of kernel type. 
Since m,*(x) = FI -’ Cyz 1 W,,(x) Yi, W,,(x) = 6,(x - xi)/g,(x), and 
g,(x) = K’ Cj”= r 6,(x -X,) being a density estimator of g(x), is a local 
average (around x) of the Y observations, it is evident that m:(x) will be 
heavily distorted if one has a single outlier near x. The occurrence of outliers 
can be modelled by heavy-tailed (conditional) distributions as in the 
estimation of a location parameter (Huber, [7]). The sensitivity to outliers 
can also be drawn from the following considerations. Since 
’ Wni(X)= l, - 
i=l 
m,*(x) is the solution with respect to 8 of 
where v(u) = U. Replacing the unbounded flanks of v(u) = u by bounded 
tails will result in a robust estimator, since high residuals introduced by 
outlying observations are bent down to a bounded influence (Hampel [6], 
Huber [7], S&zle and Mittal [ 191). Note that in this context the pure robust 
location estimation techniques as developed for the i.i.d. siguation do not 
apply here since the conditional random variables (Y ] Xi) are not i.i.d. One 
may speak rather of “local i.i.d. random variables” since the DFS cuts off 
(at least asymptotically) those observations which are not close to x. From 
the theory of regression-function estimation it is thus clear that we have to 
cope with bias phenomena (Rosenblatt [ 151, Collomb [4]). 
It will be convenient to use the assumptions, 
(Al) Let w(u) be monotone, antisymmetric, and bounded having two 
continuous bounded derivatives with y/‘(O) > 0. 
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(A21 Let f(v I 4 =.k Ng(x> th e conditional probability density 
function of Y given X be symmetric and having bounded partial derivative 
(~‘/~x’)j+ ] x), x E I. From g(x), the marginal density of X, assume that 
inf,,,g(x) > c0 > 0 and (a’/~?x’)g(x), x E I, exists. The set Z here is 
supposed to be a compact interval of the real line. 
(A3) Let a, = j 6;(u) du < co for each n and let a,/n -+ 0 as n -+ co, 
{6,(.)} denoting a positive DFS. 
In all statements that follow, x is assumed to be in the interval I. The 
robust estimator, defined by Eq. (3) for functions satisfying (Al) will be 
denoted by m,(x). Various choices of w functions may be used in defining 
m,(x), such as Huber’s v function [7] 
v(u) = max{--K, min{u, K}}, K > 0, 
or an arctan-like curve. Many more examples may be found in Andrews et 
al. [l] or Hampel [6]. 
Assumption (Al) excludes for the moment those v functions which bend 
down to zero again as 1 u ) -+ co, such as, v/(u) g u/(1 + u’). It will be shown 
in the results below that nonmonotone w functions will also produce 
consistent estimators, provided some additional requirements are fulfilled. In 
the next section the consistency and the asymptotic normality of m,(x) is 
shown. A short discussion of the asymptotic variance of m,(x) under 
minimax optimality considerations is carried out in Section 3. 
2. CONSISTENCY AND ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY 
The use of delta function sequences in regression function estimation goes 
back to Watson and Leadbetter [21-231, also the following lemmas are due 
to Watson [20]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {6,(.)} be a DFS, such that, a,(p) = s (S,(u)Ip du < 00 
for all n. Then a,,(p) + co and 
~4I,p(~)l = Mu)lpl%(P)~7 
is again a DFS. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that h(u) is integrable and continuous at u = 0, 
and let {a,(-)} be a DFS, then h(-)6,(.) is integrable and 
1 h(u)6,(u)du-+h(O) as n-t 00. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that h(u) is an integrable function, continuous at x 
and x’, where x # x’, then 6,(x - .) S,(x’ - .) h(a) is integrable and 
! 6,(x - u) 6,(x - u) h(u) du --$ 0 as n-tco. 
Define H,(x, s) = n -’ cr= 1 6,(x - Xi) ly(Y, - s) and zqx, s) = 
E(v(Y - s) 1 X = x) . g(x). We first show that H,(x, s) converges to H(x, s) 
in probability and almost surely. The weak and strong consistency of m,(x) 
will then follow by Huber’s technique [7], using the monotony of the v 
function. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that assumptions (Al) to (A3) hold, then 
H,(x, s> -5 H(x, 3) foreachxEZandsElR. 
Zf in addition 
00 
y a,K2 < 03 
,=I 
for the DFS {6,(a)}, 
then H,(x, s) + H(x, s) as. 
Proof: Using Chebyshev’s inequality and the boundedness of v it follows 
that 
P(l H,(x, s) - Eff,(x, s>I > E) ,< C . a,/4 
C denoting a constant depending on E and the upper bound of w. Since 
EH,(x, s) = E&(x -X) w(Y - s) = j 6,(x - U) E(II/(Y - s)lX = U) g(u) du, it 
follows from Lemma 2.2 and the smoothness assumption (A2) that 
EH,(x, s) -+ H(x, s) as n -+ co. So the first assertion of the lemma is shown. 
To show the strong convergence of H,(x, s) to H(x, s), define 
>IX=u>g(u>du, (7% = i sgx - u) E(y2(Y - s 
en= 6,(x-u)E(yl(Y-s) I 
and 
IX=u)g(u)du=E[&(x-X)ty(Y-s)], 
Zi,, = 6,(x - Xi) y( Yi - s) - e, . 
The {Z,,,} are a mean zero i.i.d. triangular sequence, so if we use 
EZF,, = ui - ez Q a, . C (Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, (A3)) it is clear from the 
assumption of the lemma that the SLLN applies (Serfling [ 18, p. 271). As 
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already shown e, + H(x, s), hence also the second assertion of the lemma is 
shown. 
Since Eq. (3) may have several solutions we will take the estimate m,(x) 
as one member of the set of solutions. By assumption (A3), the positivity of 
the DFS, Lemma 1 of Huber [7] applies and we have 
LEMMA 2.5. The set of solutions of (3), denoted by {m,,(x)} is nonempty 
and compact and convex. 
Using the same proof as for Lemma 3 in Huber [7] we get the consistency 
of m,(x), noting that g(x) is always positive. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that (Al) to (A3) hold, then m,,(x) is weakly 
consistent, i.e., m,(x) -9 m(x). If, in addition, C,“= 1 a,/n’ is finite, then 
m,(x) is strongly consistent, i.e., m,(x) -t m(x) a.s. 
For nonmonotone v-functions, i.e., I,U functions which are monotone 
around u = 0 but return back to zero as 1 u ] + co, Huber’s original proof does 
not work. Those rebending w functions have strong robustness properties 
since they really cut off bad observations, for instance, Hampel’s “three part 
redescendor” [6], 
-  c--IuI a 
c-b ’ 
b < lul<c, 
= 0, IZI > c. 
It is desirable to obtain consistency for those robust smoothers also. This is 
done by coupling the solutions of (3) for nonmonotone w functions, {G,(x)}, 
together with m,(x), the robust estimator for monotone I,V. That is, define 
r&(x) as that solution of (3) which is nearest to m,,(x), i.e., 
]m,(x) - G,(x)] = inf{ ] t - m,(x)l: H,(x, t) = 0, w 
not necessarily monotone}. (4) 
By standard arguments A,(x) will also be strongly (weakly) consistent and 
we have 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold, then 
r&,(x), defined in (4), is strongly (weakly) consistent. 
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For delta function sequences of kernel type we have a, 11 h; ‘, the inverse 
of the bandwidth. Assumption (A3) is for DFS of kernel type now, nh, -+ co 
as n + co. Note that in (4), defining G,(x), another consistent candidate is 
provided by m,*(x), the Nadaraya-Watson estimate. (Noda [ 111, Johnston 
(81). Coupling e,(x) to m,*(x) would give us an estimator with similar 
properties as the so-called “MlS (Andrews et al. [ 1 I). To formulate the 
result of the asymptotic normality let us define 
Z,(x) = Cl(X) . m,(x) - me> - B,(x) Cl(X) * g(x) )/ l(~“l~~~2(X>g-1(X)11’2~ 
where a’(x) = E(zy2(Y - m(x)) 1 x= x), c,(x) = E(y’(y - m(x)) 1 x = x), 
B,(x) = HZ,(x), and H,(x) = H,(x, m(x)). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {a,(.)} be a DFS with the properties 
(1) Yn = s I Uu)l *+“du<ooforsomeq>O, 
(2) yn = O(n%;+~‘*) as n + 03. 
Further let x 1 ,..., xP be p distinct design points, then the random vector 
(z,(x,>~.*v Z”(X& 
converges in distribution to a normally distributed random vector with zero 
mean and identity covariance matrix. 
The proof will be clear from an expansion of H,(x, m,,(x)) around m(x), 
because by the mean value theorem we have 
m,(x) - m(x) = 4i4/~,(4 (5) 
where D,(x) = n-’ C:= 1 6,(x -Xi) @(Y, - m(x) + w,(m,(x) - m(x))), 
wi E (0, 1). From the WLLN, Theorem 2.1, and the boundedness of I@ it is 
clear that D,(x) -9 I?(@( y - m(x)) ) X = x) . g(x) = c,(x) . g(x). We 
therefore only have to prove that (Wn(xI),..., W,,(x,,))‘, where 
w,(x) = W,(x) - BnW/ [ ($) a’@> g(x)] “‘v (6) 
is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and identity 
covariance matrix. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold, 
then 
w = (W&q),..., w&J)‘, 
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when W,(x) as defined in (6), converges in distribution to a standard normal 
vector. 
Proof. The random vector W is asymptotically normally distributed if 
and only if each linear combination of its coordinate random variables is 
(one dimensional) asymptotically normally distributed. (Cramer-Wold 
device, Billingsley [2]). So if we show that 
for each set of real numbers t i ,..., tp, the proposition follows. 
By definition (6) this is equivalent to showing 
From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it is clear that 
(4%) WWxj) - Bn(xj)) --f u2(xj) dxj>* (7) 
And that for j # k, 
(n/a,) cov(Hn(xj) - B,(xjh H&k) - BAXk)) + 0 as n+co. (8) 
So, defining I?,(x) = H,(x) -B,(x), it remains to show that 
Z, = 2 tkAn(xk) var 5 
I/* 
tkAn(xk) “,N(O, 1). 
k=l k=l 
Interchanging the sums in this expression gives 
z,= f Zn,i, 
i=l 
where and 
2 
Z,,r = n-“‘8;’ x:=1 tk[dn(Xk-xi) w(Yi - m(xk)) -Bn(Xk)] 
s, = var(Ci= I ‘k8,@k -1) w(Y - m(&))). Since the random variables Z,,i 
are independent identically distributed it remains to show for an application 
of the Lindebergh-Feller CLT that for some q > 0, 
nE IZ,,, I’+” + 0 as n+co. 
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Using Loeve’s C, inequality (Loeve [9]) we obtain 
= t ck(q) R k.n * 
k=l 
Since si = n var(Cfl,, tkt?,,(x,J) - a, Ci= i tio*(x,) g(xk) by the asymp- 
totic relations (7), (8) it suffices to consider the numerator of R,,,. 
E 16,(x-X) y(Y-m(x))-B,(x)[*+” 
=y$,*(x-u)E((y/(y-m(x))-B,(x)~*+”/X=u)g(u)du 
\ Yn < * c, W.) = l~n(*)l*+%Lr 
since li/ is bounded and 6,*( .) is again a DFS by Lemma 2. I. So finally 
R -0 Yn k,n - 
n”‘*a:,+“‘*~;=, t:u*(Xk)g(Xk)1+n’2 
and by assumption (2) of the theorem R,,, -+ 0 as n + co. This completes the 
proof. 
In practical applications, if we are interested in constructing confidence 
bans, Theorem 2.2 does not help us since we neither know the bias B,(x) nor 
f(y / x). In order to drop the bias term B,(x) when constructing asymptotic 
confidence intervals we have to ensure that (n/a,)‘/* B,(x) vanishes as 
n + co. For this purpose the following condition on a DFS{G,(.)} will be 
convenient. Let 
(B’) .j [S,(x - u) t(u) - I(x)] du = o((aJn)-I’*), 
for each twice differentiable function I(.) with bounded second derivative. 
Let us note that this condition reduces to s Use, du = o((a,/n)-I’*), if we 
use a symmetric DFS, i.e., 6,(u) = 6,(-u). 
Reading through the proof of Proposition 2.1 it will be clear that the term 
B,(x) may be dropped under assumption (B’). The asymptotic relation (7) 
changes now to 
(n/a,> JWCG)) --, a*(x) g(x) as n-m. (9) 
Let V,(x) = cl(x)(m,(x) - m(x))/[(“n/n) a’(x)g(x)-‘1 l’*, we then obtain 
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the following corollary, which states the asymptotic normality of I’,(x) 
without the bias term B,(x). 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that in addition to the assumption of 
Theorem 2.1 condition (B’) holds, then (V,,(xJ,..., V,(x,)) is asymptotically 
normally distributed with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. 
In the case that DFS of kernel type are used, assumption (B’) is easily 
translated into expressions involving only the sample size n and the 
bandwidth h,. Assume that the kernel satisfies 
(K) K is a continuous function with compact support [-A, A 1, 
I K(u) du = 1, i UK(U) du = 0, !^ u%(u) du < 00. 
Under this assumption it follows by Taylor expansion of 1(e) that (B’) is 
equivalent to nhi + 0 for DFS of kernel type. This condition is evidently 
necessary for the asymptotic negligence of the bias B,(x). By Taylor 
expansion one obtains from (K) that B,(x) = O(hfJ (Stiitzle and Mittal 
[ 19]), so we have to assume that (nh,) ‘I* h* + 0 which is equivalent to the 
above-mentioned condition. This condition” also occurs in the work of 
Schuster [ 171 and Johnston [8]. Intuitively, it would seem that the bias 
becomes important if the regression curve has a large second derivative 
m”(x). But as Stutzle and Mittal [19] show, the bias is hf, . m”(x) . c,(x), 
i.e., the bias and the rate of convergence are the same as one would obtain 
with m,*(x). Summarizing we obtain the following theorem involving DFS of 
kernel type. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that the following conditions hold: 
(1) nhi-+O, 
(2) Y=#(u)l*+“du < ol), 
then (VJx,),..., V,,(x,)) converges in distribution to a multivariate normal 
random vector with zero mean and identity covariance matrix, where 
V,,(x) = c,(x)(m,(x) - m(x))/[ (nh, g(x))-’ . j K*(u) du o*(x)] I’*. 
The proof is clear by the previous remarks and the equality 
01, = (I K*(u) du) hi’ for DFS of kernel type. The asymptotic variance 
V,(w,f) admits an intuitive interpretation of what robust smoothing is doing. 
The asymptotic variance is 
Vx(wJ-1 = R l(x) - f K*(u) W&J, (10) 
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Jw(Y - m(x)> I x = x> 
R 1(x1 = (E(ly’( y- m(x)) 1 x = x))Z ’ 
is due to the robustness of the estimate m,(x) and i K’(u) &/g(x) is due to 
the smoothing property of m,(x). (see Schuster [ 171, Nadaraya [lo], and 
Collomb [4]). As far as the Nadaraya-Watson estimate m,*(x) is concerned, 
the optimization of the asymptotic variance of m,*(x) was concentrated on 
the “smoothing part” of the asymptotic variance J” K2(u) du. From Table 1 in 
Rosenblatt [ 161 it is evident that the use of optimal kernels does not gain 
very much in relative efftciency. For instance, the ratio of the asymptotic 
variance of the optimal kernel K(u) = 0.75(1 - u’) (Epanechnikov [5 ]) to 
the asymptotic variance obtained from the simple uniform window 
is 1.077. It becomes more important to optimize R,(x) in the asymptotic 
variance, since this factor may dominate the “smoothing part” l K2(a) du in 
the case of heavy-tailed conditional distributions. It is clear from Table 1 in 
Huber [7] that in the case of extreme outlier contamination R,(x) may be 
the half of var( Y ] X = x) which is the corresponding factor to R ,(x) if m,*(x) 
is used. The optimization and minimax consideration R,(x) with respect to a 
contamination model is the topic of the next section. 
3. MINIMAX ROBUSTNESS 
The contamination model (for fixed x) is formalized as 
44 = V(xl Y) =f(u I 4 . g(x) I g(-) fixed, 
.mx)=(l -&(X))S(Y---m(x))+&(x)h(Y-m(x)), (11) 
3 h symmetric, -logf(. - m(x)) convex, 
0 < E(X) < l,ffixed, h arbitrary}, 
which is exactly the same contamination model that is used in robust 
estimation of location, except that here the contamination rate E(X) depends 
on x and a marginal density g(x) is involved. Noting that the asymptotic 
variance V,(w,f) splits up into the factors R 1(x) and I K’(U) du/g(x) where 
the latter is independent of IJ/ and f, we obtain from Huber’s theory the 
following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A(x) be the class of distributions as defined in (1 l), 
with a fixed marginal density g(x). Then the asymptotic variance has a 
saddlepoint. There is an fO(x, y) and a v/0 such that 
Let t,(x) < t,(x) be the endpoints of the interval where 
a3(y~~(x)‘/)(y - m(x))1 < It(x), 
and K(X) is related to E(X) by 
(1 - .a(~))-~ = I”“)r( y - m(x)) dy + [7(&,(x) - m(x)) 
to(x) 
+fMx) - mWl/fW. 
Then f,(x, y) can be computed as 
.Mx,Y) = (1 - W)fMx) - m(x)> g(x) 
- exr+(x)(y - m(x) - to(x))), 
= (1 - W)J(Y - m(x)) g(x), 
= (1 - W)3W) - m(x)) g(x) 
Y G t,(x), 
to(x) <Y < tl(xh 
. exP(-4xN.v - m(x) - t,(x>))l Y 2 tl(x)Y 
and w,( y, x) = -(l&(x, y)/3y)/&(x, y), which is monotone and bounded. 
The proof of the theorem is the same as in Huber [7]. We only have to 
cope with the dependence on x. The same minimax calculus may also be 
carried out with other contamination models (Portnoy [ 131, Collins (31) 
leading to asymmetric or nonmonotone w functions. For given x, m,(x) is in 
fact a robust “location” estimate, therefore after the computation of the 
asymptotic variance the theory on robust estimation of location applies. 
Instead of minimizing V,(w,f) one might also use a weighted uniform loss 
such as 
but this functional can be optimized in the same way as in Theorem 3.1, 
provided the dependence of V,(w,f) on x is smooth. 
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